
& CUSTOM 
scenarios



Social interactions  and business teams 
are challenged by the perpetual “new 
situation”.  

Employees crave 
for human interaction  

(beyond official meetings) 
for smart fun challenges  

(beyond every day issues)

Everybody want to experience “a hero’s journey”, 
as it is in our human nature to evolve. 
Plus a lot say, they experience more stress, anxiety and loneliness.



Games 

★ achievement — advance + compete with others 

★ social — forms connections, relate to a common story 

★ immersion — play + escape from perceived stress 

★ development — learning & overcoming obstacles. 

Stories 

★ Stories do cause consistently oxytocin synthesis 

★ Understand and retain information is far better by 

stories than by bullet points, graphs, and textbooks 

★ “Storytelling may turn out to be the most human art of all”

Why humans need games & stories?





A full experience: 
live, app & new tech

Super App - web based,  
any smartphone compatible 

 
A platform for:  

Stories, Teams, Inventory, 
Challenges, Hints, Live Help  

and more



A full experience - live, app & new tech

Internal teaser campaign (to gain traction): 
Ex.: newsletter, secret webpage, local print,  

an offline package sent via courier 
 

Use of new high-tech: 
Virtual Reality (VR) Art Gallery (no hardware),  

Augmented Reality (AR),  
Chat bot for mission briefings, awards , etc.



* use of clients’ preferred online platforms like Zoom, Teams etc

Live interactions during the mission: 
Mission Briefings via “actors” 

Hints Chatline - live with “contact agents” 
 

Live closing Event: 
Everybody joins the final event - online* -  

and together, as ONE team,   
we will successfully conclude the mystery and  

save the world / Christmas / etc…

A full experience - live, app & new tech



Scenarios 
Stories



Secret Story 
Detective/

Spy Mission



Detective/Spy Mission is “a perfect match” — seen in 

movies, very desirable (everybody wants to be Bond),  

acting as super humans (not imaginary super hero),   

and it emulates perfectly a new project in business life.

The World is in Danger.  
Would you help? 

 

Be a team of smart spies, embark  on a quest  
and save the world from an evil organization.



CUSTOM 
SCENARIOS



We can create endless*  
scenarios/challenges! 

 
You want maybe a story related to  

different parts of the world,  
or to save something precious for your 

company, or…, or…, or even… 
Yes, we can do it! 

 
We can also create challenges related to 

your inner sanctum, or a specific topic that is 
important to your people and company. 

Yeah, we can do it.  
* almost ;)



Game 
mechanics



• Team building event: 
20-30 mins/day for 2-3 days (during office hours, saving on “wasted time”) 
final event: 30-60 minutes  
ps. This is our successfully tested recipe for improved efficiency 

• One time event: 1-2 hours 
for ex. after a formal business presentation  

• Mix & Match - multiple configurations 
One size fits one size. Let’s talk! 

Types of events / workflow



OPTIONS - a multitude of choices

The game is very customizable! 
 

Together we decide how many challenges we include. 
Or to add some specific challenges/domains of interest.  

The experience is dynamic: we can live skip some 
challenges or add more.  
Players will always have a seamless experience.  
 

Or for the live event add some extras, like a Jeopardy style 
show - played as teams (James Bond is a know-it-all). 

Etcetera…



Q&A
Will the experience - as played during office hours - intervene in business productivity? 
No, as the players engage, they skip some “daily wasted time” (like extra “social browsing”) 

Do we all need to synchronize? 
No, and a bit yes ;). Each one plays in his own time. The daily team challenge has to be solve 
together in a way, as it requires resources from all team members (inventory items they received) 
Everybody has to synchronise for the final short event, where we all come as ONE TEAM together. 

Have you done this before? Was it successful? 
Yes, many times. Started in a less smart manner, as we didn’t have the 
new cool app. So, now it’s better, bigger and smarter.  

Employees sometimes engage less and I am afraid they won’t play. 
Our recurring customers are signs we know how to engage players.  
The use of smart teasing campaigns is also a help for enrollment.  
  

What if players need help? 
Every challenge has its own hints. Plus, there is always live human help. 
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Win 
Win

Free demo: 
thequest.one/demo/

hello@thequest.one 

thequest.one 

+4 0721 290 199 

Thank you!

https://thequest.one/demo/
mailto:hello@thequest.one?subject=Presentation%20Follow%20up
https://thequest.one

